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THE MERCURY dipped in 35 degrees Tuesday momingat FTU, but 
Carol Madison, senior sociology major, was one coed that came piepared. 
Even though no snow fell, thoughts turned to the kind of skiing one does 
without a life jacket (Photo by Ed Burton) 
We live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
VoL 5 No.15 FfU\Orlando,Florida Februazy 2, 1973 
Faculty Unit Okays 
Semester Proposal 
. . 
A unified academic calendar 
for the entire state educational 
system of Florida came one step 
nearer reality this week with a 
preliminary vote of approval ' 
from the FTU Faculty Senate 
instruction committee. 
The modified semester, 
popularly known as the "Texas 
plan," which would have two 
16-week semesters and two 
6-week summer mini-mesters, 
was discussed at length by the 
12-man committee, which 
ultimately decided to forward a 
resolution favoring adoption to 
the Faculty Senate. 
According to a presentation 
made to the committee by 
Registrar W. Dan .Chapman, the 
quarter system "has not operated 
as it was originally intended. It 
has reduced instructor 
By Sharon Marek 
productivity and has increased 
the number of courses a student 
takes. I personally would be in 
favor of the new plan, because it 
would reduce substantially the 
amount of paper work connected 
with registration and would cut 
out one registration per year." 
All of the six members present 
expressed their favor of the 
resolution, and it was announced 
that the plan will be presented for 
Faculty Senate approval at its 
February 13meeting. 
In December 90-per cent of the 
Faculty Senate of the University 
of Florida voted in favor of the 
modified semester system. 
SG Office Ransacked, 
Ticket Money Stolen 
.BY David Foster 
Student Government offices access to all of the other SG 
weie ransacked early Wednesday offices, initiated a search of the 
and robbed of $40. The money other offices. A cash box lid was 
was taken from cash box~s used discovered ajar, leading to the 
to store money collected from further discovery that $40 had 
the SG student subsidy program. been stolen. 
Millican Announces Drop 
In Enrollment Projection 
pnly bills of large denomination Miss Thomas conjectured that 
were taken, and unexplainedly a perhaps the thief had tried to 
large quantity of smaller bills make the ransacking of 
were left untouched. Constantine's office particularly 
The robbery was first obvious while carefully relocking 
discovered by SG secretary, the door to the office with the 
Christine Thomas, who first cash boxes in order to conceal the 
noticed upon her arrival fact that the money had been 
Wednesday morning that one of taken. 
the office doors was left ajar. Several persons expressed the By Pete Reynolds 
In a recent appearance on ending, people are going to . "ridiculous" to think that it is Inside, SG Vice President Lee opinion that because a key was 
Jo cal television, President junior colleges instead, others possible to make an accurate Constantine's and SG Attorney used, the robbery was apparently 
Millican stated that FTU's are "and getting technical prediction 12 years into the Genentl Gabriel Yanni's desks an"inside"job. 
projected enrollment figures of educations instead" and that a future. had been ransacked. Student Government was not 
20,000 students by 1980 were a lot of people felt that more Bolte said that he "doesn't The door had been left ajar by the only victim of robberies 
little optimistic and that a figure money can be made at some jobs know how Dr. Millican came up the thief; but it remained locked, during the last week, according to 
closer to 9,000 would be more . without a four-year degree than with the figures he did because indicating the thief either had a Ken Lawson, Village Center 
realistic. Basing his report on a can be made in a professional the official predictions are not SG key or a copy of one. director. About $60 was stolen 
new enrollment projection . career with one. due for release until March of According to Miss Thomas, only from the VC Game Room over 
study, Millican cited several Dr. John Bolte of academic this year." He felt that the 9,000 10 keys have been issued to SG last weekend. He said that there 
reasons for this drastic affairs said that the 20,000 figure was probably a result of personnel. was no evidence of forced entry, 
difference. Among the reasons student figure was based on a an impromptu question and The possibility that the thief again indicating a master key may 
h••t•Wd .ShGftwtJ~It~ TtO P,;obe Fn~ba·••foG;iPes 
,/ . ~ . 
By John Chenet 
A food investigation 
oommittee Will be established by 
Student Governm~nt to 
investigate .complaints about 
food services. 
James K. Eller, director of 
auxiliary services; said he 
welcomes the new committee. 
8aid Eller, "I've been trying to 
get such a board for- three years 
but there hasn't been anyone 
interested,, 
The board is being established 
after recent complaints about 
changes in weekend serving 
procedures. Students have also 
been told that meal cards are 
good for only one meal at a 
time. 
Weekend meals are now being 
served in the Village Center snack 
bar. Eller 
said maintenance of the main 
dining room is difficult on 
weekends when ·only a few 
maintenance employees are on 
hand to clean up, and that is 
why serving was switched to the 
smaller snack bar area. 
Students were also using meal 
tickets to get ext:ra meals after 
they bad missed an earlier meal 
Food services personnel told 
meal plan students their cards 
were good for one meal at a time 
and if the student missed it be 
could not accumulate missed 
meals to get extras in the future, 
Eller said, "One lunch day we 
served 350 students on 198 
cards." 
The food services direetor 
insisted that the purpose of the 
cafeteria is not to make money 
but to provide students with a 
decent meal. He said that food is 
one third cheaper at the FTU 
cafeteria than at comparable 
places in the area. There has 
been only one price increase in 
three years, despite wage 
increases for the 70 employees: 
Eller observed, "The problem 
in mass feeding is the. sameness 
of the food. Flavor. suffers when 
you prepare food for a large 
number." He also said that 
students should not compare the 
food available here to "mom's 
cooking," because there is no 
comparison. 
Food services has a catering 
program for banquets or buffets 
that Eller says costs about half 
as much as places in town 
offering similar services. He also 
stated that the cafeteria can 
prepare any type of food for 
such an occasion. 
Life goes on as '1SUal in the l;tack room at F'fzys food 
service facility despite a flurry of complaints from 
dormitorv students about recent changes in hours and 
food ticket policy. Student Government has recently 
established a committee -to investigate food services. 
(Photo by Craig Powell) 
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Quality, Not Quantity 
Growth in numbers is not necesstrily a true indicator of success. 
particularly in the growth of a university. but it seems that most people 
look for and expect just that. 
There was a time in FTU's very early history when it was predicted that 
by 1980 we would haveupwardsof30,000students. Thiswould meanan 
increase of 2,500 students per year over the 12-year period between 
1968 and 1980. For two academic years it indeed seemed as if this 
projection made by theStateUniversitySVstem would be an accurate one. 
But, a year ago at this time administrators began to realize that 
somewhere the state had gone wrong. Not only had enrollment ceased to 
increase by the expected oo.mbers, but it had leveled off alarmingly. 
It was a little like preparing for a war that never came. A 10-year battle 
plan had been formulated on the theory that by 1980 the university 
would be in the midst of an academic war to accommodate 30,000 
student invaders. 
The first reaction was -shock even panic. As with the abandonment 
of any carefully nurtured plan, there was fear of the unknown. What 
would this mean to administrators, to faculty, to students, to the 
continued growth and success of the university? 
One immediate result this past fall, when Full-Time Equivalent 
enrollment dropped 450 below the last year's, was a rut in budget and loss 
of 24 faculty positions. Further, it was known by past experience that the 
second and third quarters of the academic year wou Id bring about an even 
larger decrease in FTE as well as head count. 
. i 
A new plan of action became necessary. This time the uniVersity, in an 
attempt to correct some of the erroneous assumptions, made in the old 
"Code Document," undertook its own study. Resul1s, released this week, 
have shown the university "may" have a student population of 10,000 by 
1982. 
What does this new growth assessment mean to' the university 
community? Failure? Hardly ... now, for the first time in its history FTU 
can cast out the old blitzkreig. battle plan and settle down to provide 
quality education for a reasonably easy to handle student population. 
Actually, its a blessing in disguise. No. longer will FTU have to worry 
about heavy traffic in the library, or abount building a second one by 
1980; about where to locate a new and larger bookstore to handle the 
crush; about how to pay fpr and where to put parking for 30,000-plus; 
about literally exploding curriculum offerings with little thQught for 
quality. The university mayneverhave to worry about crime and unrest so 
evident on campuses where the population is very dense. 
In short, FTU can remain the kind of comfortable community we all 
would like to live in, and avoid most of the troubles of the "big-city" 
campuses. FTU may never become a giant in numb.ers, but it may well 
become a powerful giant of quality education. 
By William Lee Hidden 
One night, when I didn't feel like doing anything, I sat down to 
watch television. I didn't realize then that I was in for one of the best 
nights of TV dramatics and realism in boob tube history. 
. . 
We catch the first show near the end. It's a sho.w about a government 
organization formed to chase miniature UFOs across the TV screen. 
This time a member of this group (Man A) has .1!;8P powers, and his 
mind has been taken over by aliens. He has been led to believe the 
leader of this organization (Man B) was responsible for his wife's death, 
and is about to kill B. However, a third person (Man C) starts to sneak 
up behind A. The leader, B, sees· C but tries not to reveal this to A. Of 
course, A can read B's mind and knows C is back there. Fortunately, A 
gains control of his own mind long enough for C to sneak up and kill 
him. (Did you catch all that?) 
The next show is no different. A police show starts out with a 
90-year-old man stealing a 7-year-old boy's lollipop. The boy goes to 
the token black on the police force. The policeman puts out an 
all-points bulletin, completely unaware that the boy is actually a 
member of the Mafia, and the lollipop is filled with ten pounds of 
heroin. (It's a big lollipop!) 
Then it's situation comedy time. This widow lady, who was 
babysitting her neighbor's white Angora cat, accidently puts it in with 
her colored wash and dyes the cat lavender. 
Enough of that' How about this variety show with a cute skit? Jim 
Nabors is playing an overexcited homosexual in an all-male bar. 
What next? A television detective show. Lance Lampoon, private 
inve~ator, is being chased by someone from his old Army platoon. 
The guy blames Lance, who was sergeant of the platoon, for his case .of 
food poisoning during the Korean war. Lance is pushed out of a car 
going 50 m..p.h. He falls from the third story of a parking complex! 
Lance is shot three times in the head, twice in the arm and once in the 
big toe! All of this explains why Lance has a slight limp as he runs into 
a back alley and catches a bus that happens by -- and escapes. 
All in a night's viewing! It's enough to make you WANT to study! 
FuTUre 
Gator Advocate 
Blasts Comment 
Editor: 
Upon looking in a dictionary, 
one may run across, under the 
definition of honest, the word 
GENUINE. That was how the 
word was intended in my last 
letter to the editor before it was 
so badly misconstrued. But" then, 
what honest means, or anything 
~lse for that matter, is of little 
importance. What is important is 
your misuse of the editorship in 
order to have the last word in an 
argument. 
If uncovering foul play, 
corruption or inj~tice of even 
the smallest kind is· muckraking, 
then call it what you like. It's 
better than a newspaper that 
looks the other way. As for what 
makes up the community of a 
university newspaper, you might 
be surprised to know that some 
university newspapers print 
local, state, national and 
international news and use one 
of the · news services. If you need 
examples, possibly University Of 
Texas, ·university of Michigan~ 
Villanova and Harvard might do. 
But then we wouldn't know 
ab out big universities, now 
would we? 
It seems to me that your 
viewpoint had been made very 
clear in your editorial two weeks 
ago. Your insistence on 
continuing this in the form of an 
editor's note was done in poor 
taste and practically a childish 
temper tantrum. Obviously, you 
just have a hatred for the Florida 
Alligator because of its 
viewpoint compared to your 
own, all of which is a poor basis 
for any sort of argument. But 
then we aren't running a 
"GENUINE" newspaper here,are 
we? 
William Hidden 
Opinion Needs 
Reassessment 
Editor: 
Your arguments about why it 
is "good" that the Alligator has 
finally gotten its "just due" need 
to be reevaluated You have 
continually stated that a 
newspaper's first duty is to serve 
the community it is a part of, in 
this case a university, and not 
concern itself with matters 
outside that community. 
Admittedly, I agree that a 
newspaper's first duty is to its 
readers, but even the paragon of 
papers, the Sentinel Star, carries 
world and national news besides 
news of Orlando. 
I must take exception to the 
last part of your statement 
b e c au s e i t a p p a r e·n t l y 
presupposes that members of the 
academic community are not 
also members of an outside 
C?~:M1-mity. ,. If, we .... on, ~pµs, 
did not have any reiationslllp-to 
the outside world then I woo1a 
have no basis for this letter but 
I'd be most surprised to find a 
person of that nature. I'll bet 
that even you have contact with 
the outside world, however 
limited. 
Pete Reynolds 
Paper Editorial 
l)raws Praise 
Editor: 
I wish . to commend you on 
the superb editorial, "Requiescat 
In Pac~," whicfi. appeared in tile 
January 19 issue of the FuTUre. 
I have followed this debate in 
the pre~, including the extended 
coverage in the Florida Alligator. 
You have summed up the 
situation beautifully, and I wish 
to congratulate the person who 
researched and wrote such a 
succinct editorial. 
Strong universities are those 
that have strong student 
newspapers. I think FTU is 
moving into that class. 
Bernard L. Foy 
A~istant Director of Libraries 
GOSH! 
The first head-on accident 
in U.S. history .occurred in 
Ohio in 1904. At the time of 
the accident, two cars were 
the oiily cars in the state. 
·fhis public document is 
promu1gated at an annual gross 
cost of approximately $26, 726 
to inform members of the 
university community of related 
news, announcements and 
activities. Less an approximate 
annual revenue of $9,065, this 
document is circulated for an 
annual net cost to the st.ate of 
approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5 
cents per copy. 
Where they make a desert, they call it peace ... Tacitus 
rt 
Febrwu:y 2, 1973 
CLOTHING DRIVE 
Today is the last day of the 
clothing drive for area tornado 
victims. Serviceable clothing for 
adUlts and children of all sizes is 
being collected in the Village 
Center ~mbly Room until 3 
p.m. 
The operation is cosponsored 
by the FTU Black Student 
Union, Student Government and 
the FTUNillage Center. 
Residents-near, the university 
are invited to participate.als9 . ..... 
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February 2, 1973 FuTUre 
PREPARATIONS FOR. Sigma · Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity's initiation ceremonies this weekend 
brought · together some prominent brothers of the 
fratemity last week. From left an Cireuit Court 
Judge Claude Edwards; Dr. Robert Bledsoe, Fl'U 
chapt.er advisor; Don Hodges, chapter president, and 
Orlando Mayor Carl Langford..(Photo by Bill 
Ivey) 
2 Rotes Open In Student Play 
Two small roles for men 
remain to be cast, as preparations 
~oJJtinue for FTU's first 
student-written musical, to be 
presented 8:30 p.m., February 
22, 23 and 24 in the Village 
Center Assembly Room. 
Written by David Boelzner 
and Dennis Keeler, and directed 
by Keeler-; "'f.How To ·Fail At bife 
With .Really : furn~ draws- · 
on a talented student cast and . 
crew. 
Portraying protagonist Tom 
Simmons, a small-town college 
graduate trying to make it big in 
New York City, is Randy Green. 
He is a junior music major who 
came to FTU last year from 
University. of South Florida. He 
has appeared in many stage 
productions. 
Laura Hardy, a freshman art 
major from Vi·rginia, plays Julie · 
Abra, Tom's romantic interest. 
Miss Hardy acquired her stage 
experience in- "Li"l Abner'' and 
~'l)le6:irls.in~(!)9.~ • .. D. • !_. ~ ... 
~--
PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB 
The Pegasus Public Relations 
Club will meet 11 a.m. Tuesday 
in AD 149. All students 
interested in the field of public 
relations are invited to come. 
For further information, 
students may contact Ken 
Sheinkopf, ext. 2681. 
Richard Wagner plays Julie's 
. father, the president of a lingerie 
manufacturing firm. Wagner is a 
veteran stage performer and 
graduate of Adelphi University 
in New York. He played Captain 
Boyle in the spring production 
of" Juno and the Pay cock." 
Weber Ivy, who appeared as 
Firs, the butler, last winter in the 
theatre department's production 
of "The Cherry Or<!hard," plays 
Ernest Simmons, Tom's uncle 
and chairman of the board of 
the lingerie company. 
Diane Davis and Martha 
Sanders portray the company 
maids, Molly and Enda. Miss 
Davis is another FTU stage 
veteran, having appeared in 
"Stop the World--1 Want to Get 
Off," "Legacy of Cain" and 
"Juno and the Paycock." Miss 
Sanders, a newcomer to the 
stage, is a freshman music 
education major. 
Appearing as the villain, Joe 
McCool, is Ed Dilks, a cinema 
student who comes to FTU from 
University of Delaware. 
Set design will be done by 
Terry Crisp and the orchestra 
will consist of Karen Tucker, 
flute; Larry Jeffries, percussion, 
and Boelzner, piano. 
"How to Fail" was written 
last year in response to a contest 
sponsored by the Village Center. 
It was awarded a $200 prize 
then, and after its presentation 
on campus, it will be entered in 
a national competition for 
collegiate-written musicals .. 
Students interested in filling 
the two vacant roles may call 
Keeler at 277-8466. 
1191: I, ,J ·1' tlC"J l: 1 al?l:f:U 
RESIDENT ADVISORS 
Resident advisor applications 
will be available Monday in the 
Housing office on the second 
floor of the Administration 
Building. Resident students with 
questions about applications 
may call Linda Lotz, ed. 2139. 
E·aucation· Association 
Will Host Workshop 
Phi Delta Pi, FTU's chapter 
of the Student National 
Educatiqn ~ociation (SNEA), 
is sponsoring a workshop 
t.omorrow at the Village Center. 
The workshop is open to anyone 
interested and will include a 
group of learning skills designed 
t.o increase student interaction, 
communication and awareness. 
SN EA 'is a service 
organization involved in both 
educational and community 
leadership. It is an integral part. 
of the National Education 
Association (NEA). 
~esearch <:;enter To Open - Bob Hartlep, Phi Delta Pi chairman, said, "Phi D~lta Pi is the largest organization on 
campus, ~nd also the largest 
chapter in the state of Florida." For Com Disordei-s Study 
The room in the 
Administration Building 
previously used for vending will 
open next week as a speech and 
hearing disorder testing center. 
The facilities will be under 
the supervision of Dr. Tom 
Mullin, associate professor of 
communication. CI'he equipment 
at the center will also serve to 
train students for testing and 
evaluating communication 
disorders. 
The equipment consists of a 
soundproof room, an 
audiometer and a sound field 
system, costing approximately 
$15,000. According to Dr. 
Mullin, it is probably the most 
sophisticated audiology _ 
equipment in Central Florida. 
'Pentagon'Author 
To Speak Feb~ 9 
Neil Sheehan, the coauthor of 
"The Pentagon Papers - The 
Secret History of the Vietnam 
War," will speak at 11 a.m. in the 
Village Center Assembly Room 
on February 9. His subject will 
be "Politics and the Military." 
Sheehan is an investigative 
reporter with the Washington 
bureau of The New York Times 
who received the first annual 
Drew Pearson Prize for 
investigative reporting. 
When you step into the 
soundproof room and the 
double doors slam behind you, 
your ears immediately begin to 
ring. The absence of the outside 
noise is something your brain is 
not used to and your ears strain 
to pick up a sound. 
The soundproof room is 
really two rooms - one inside 
the other, with a four-inch ·air 
space between them. It is 
.constructed of 16-gauge steel, 
thick insulated padding and lead 
sheeting between the walls. 
The testing equipment in 
operation can not only 
determine that a disorder is 
present, it can also locate the. 
source of the problem. Dr. 
Mullin said, "With this 
equipment, we can even locate a 
brain tumor as much as 18 
months earlier than a neurologist 
using traditional testing 
equipment." 
The services of the center will 
be free to the university 
community. When the center 
opens, Dr. Mullin would like t.o 
begin testing faculty, staff and 
·their families. Shortly thereafter, 
students will be welcome to 
make appointments for testing. 
The tests range from five 
minutes to an hour. For 
appointments or more 
information, call 275-2681 or go 
to Dr. Mullin's office in ADM 
134. 
The chapter ~ interested in 
improving educational services, 
developing an understanding of 
the teaching profession, 
stimulating the highest ideals of 
professional ethics and involving 
students in national matters 
affecting their interests in 
education and the teaching 
profession. 
- The organization meets every 
two weeks at 11 a.m. in CB 115. 
.Many services are available to 
members. "Money-saving 
programs such as discounts on 
travel tours, insurance and many 
others are available to 
members," Hartlep said. 
There is · also a teacher 
placement · service available to 
members, as well as $100,000 
professional liability insurance 
during the student teaching 
period. In addition, members 
receive subscriptions to the 
publications Today's Education 
and Student Impact, Florida 
Education, and SNEA News. A 
job listing is also maintained. 
Hart 1 ep added, "The 
organization is primarily for 
education majors, but persons 
seeking certification, or just 
interested in education are 
welcome to join. 
"There are key guest speakers 
at the meetings. Mrs. DaVant, 
president o~< NEA, will be 
·speaking both this Tuesday and 
February 15;" Hartlep said. 
Page.: 
Biology Building 
Ready For Bids 
By Mark Weintz 
Contracts for a Biological 
Sciences Building at Fl'U may 
be put up for bid by the end of 
February. 
Fred Clayton, director of 
university physical planning, said 
the plans for the building are 
finished. Architects were 
appointed to draw the plans in 
April 197 2, he added. Clayton 
described the time it took to 
complete the plans as a normal 
planning period. 
The building will be used to 
teach and conduct research. The 
building, which will be four 
stories high and located opposite 
the Science Building, will be used 
primarily to house laboratories 
but will also include a number of 
classrooms and offices. 
Clayton said he is 
"reasonably sure" the building 
will be ready about a year after 
construction begins. ·· 
He pointed out that 
construction cannot begin until 
after the processes of bidding 
and contracting have been 
completed. Clayton stated that 
due to the red tape involved it is 
not known when this will be. 
According to Clayton, the 
Biological Sciences Building will 
be built in the conventional 
manner of construction as 
opposed to the systems method. 
He said he felt the 
conventional method is better 
suited to university buildings. 
"The systems method works 
better when a building requires 
little variation from room to 
room or floor to floor, he 
explained. "When there is 
considerable variation in the 
building, the systems method 
takes longer." 
At the present time two otlier 
new buildings are in process on 
the.FTU campus. 
The Humanities Building is 
under construction and it is not 
known exactly when it will be 
completed. 
An educational complex is 
also planned but complete 
details concerning that structure 
have not been officially 
approved or released. · 
Debaters · Victorious 
In Georgia Tourney 
.FTU's team of David Larkin Tournamept, while Jeff Ringe:t 
and Alan Rainey captured the and Larkin were named the 
West Georgia College Debate champions of the latter tourney. 
Tournament with a final round At the Stetson University 
victory over Samford University matches, FTU's Pat Jerome, a 
(Birmingham, Ala.) last . freshman communication major, 
weekend. In preliminary finals was the first place affirmative 
Larkin a~d Rainey defeated speaker. 
Florida State University, Larkin, a sophomore 
Alabama University and Emory majoring in communication and 
University. political science, and Rainey, a 
The West Georgia tournament junior in political science, used 
was comprised of teams from 68 dual strateg~es in attaining the 
universities and colleges top position at West Georgia. 
including Auburn, New York, Against Samford they employed 
Missouri, North Carolina, the spread strategy, in which a 
Vanderbilt and Wake Forest. team attempts to offer such a 
Throughout the current season large number of arguments 
FTU has been competing against against the opposing case that 
the finest debating schools in the the opposition cannot answer all 
nation. of them. 
FTU has reuiilled the same In their match with Emory, 
team that won over 50 trophies the two debaters used the 
p 1 us the F 1 o rida state slow-down analytical style, 
championship in 1971-72. The wherein several well-developed 
squad has taken 18 trophies thus points are utilized against a team 
far in the current season. using the spread strategy. They 
Rainey was chosen as the best were successful against both 
debater at both the recent schools to take the tourney. 
Samford University Debate Two 2.man teams comprised Tournament and the Pensacola ~~~,._~,._V'll,..,,v..._v..._'VI of Ringer (sophomore in speech) 
. and Rick Bloomquist (freshman 
n tern a tional 
Meeting Set 
ATTENTION ALL 
INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS, 1-20 OR 
OTHERS! 
There will be a meeting for 
all international students in 
VC 200 at 11 a.m. Thursday. 
Ghassan Raad, spokesman 
for the International Students 
Organization, said the 
meeting is very imnortant in 
that it will attempt to 
establish an awareness of 
foreign students' problems 
and will try to assess the 
particular needs of the 
students. 
Raad pointed out this is 
the first time international 
students have ~ad an office 
·for activities and cited an 
increased awareness by the 
administration of the needs 
· of the students. 
Anyone seeking further 
information about the 
meeting may contact Raad at . 
843-8625 or Dr. Husain 
Kassim, ext. 2273. 
in communication), a::id Ben 
Strom (junior in speech) and 
Larry Cook (junior in 
economics) debated at West 
Georgia 
The FTU team was 
well-versed on. both sides of the 
debate issue: "Should the 
United States provide a 
comprehensive medical care 
program for all citizens?" Larkin 
and Rainey posted a 7-1 record 
in acquiring one of the t.op 16 
positions in the West Georgia 
finals. 
"We are, if not the strongest, 
one of the strongest teams in the 
Southeast,,, coach Jeff Butler 
commented, "and no one on our 
team will be graduating in the 
near future." Butler said that 
FTU is known in debating circles 
throughout the U.S."We are the 
only school team competing 
vv:ith major college competition 
from all over the U.S." 
A debate team member begins 
research in July, and competes 
from September to March. The 
team will often be gone as many 
as seven three and four day 
weekends in a row. In spite of 
this, FTU's debaters carry an 
average GPA of 3.3. 
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ENTERTAINM·ENT 
FTU Band Mixes 
Classical, Modern 
By Mike Crites 
The 50..member FTU ·band students, regardle$ of their 
under the direction of Dr. Gale major. In order to receive 
Sperry, chairman of the music academic credit for playing, a 
department, presented an student must sign up at 
informal program of music in re~tration. The band practices 
the Village Center Multi Purpose Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Room last Tuesday. Fridays from 1 to 1: 50 p.m. in 
After a short introductory VC 166. 
march number, the tambourine 
and brass sectiops performed 
"Black and White," a 
composition made popular by 
Three Dog Night. The band next 
played the contemporary 
classical piece, "Jubilance," by 
Olesar Giovannini. 
Sperry said the show was 
designed as an outdoor 
presentation; however, due to 
co.ld weather the · band 
pe_rformed indoors instead of at 
the originally intended VC Patio. 
The increased volume, a result of 
the indoor perfonnance, was an 
enjoyable feature of the concert. 
The program continued with 
Kabalevsky's "Suite in Minor 
Mode," transcripted by Richard 
Oliver and Frank Siekman. Clare 
· Grun.dman's "American Folk 
Rhapsody No. 3" was next 
performed, followed by Hugh 
Stuart's "Three Ayres from 
Gloucester." The band 
concluded with EUen Dedrick's 
freely designed "Rondo Go 
Round." 
The FTU band was organized 
last fall quarter. Campus bands 
in the past have never consisted 
of more than nine people, and 
never had a director. 
Participation is open to all 
"Anyone who played clarinet 
in their high school band would 
probably enjoy being in the 
band," Sperry commented. "We 
need clarinets." He is hoping to 
eventually form two bands, 
stating that mqre reeds and 
woodwinds are· needed in the 
rurrerit set-up. 
·Gayle Prince is in charge of 
the percusfilon section. Linda 
Hypes is rirSt flutist, Mike 
Bridgland is first clarinetist and 
Dale Wood is first saxophonist. 
Mitchell Deutsche ·heads the 
French horn section, Randy 
Green bolds first chair among 
the trumpet players and Ken 
Watkins is first trombonist. The 
baritones are led by Charter 
Murray, and the tubas by Karl 
Wolking. 
FTU's band will be presenting 
more informal patio concerts in 
the future to communicate with 
the student between cl3$eS. 
Also the various smalJer 
ensembles, such as the brass 
quintet, will be performing at 
various locations on campus. 
"The band will get stronger, and 
we should have much more 
music around campus," stated 
Sperry. 
"Specializing in Mediterranean Cuisine" 
Famous Greek Salads and Pastries 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR LUNCH AND DINNER 
7900 E .. Colonial Drive -- Phone 277-2881 
***********************~ ! VC ART EXHIBIT t 
Maur_y Hurst presents -
~ "etchings, drawings,~ 
* paintings'' * 
* . ~ 
. *JAN .29 • FEB. 23 YC ART GALLERY~ 
•**********************~~ 
's 
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'Travels With My Aunt' 
Eccentrically Memorable 
. "Unusual, fascinating, 
extraordinary and outrageous" 
are only a few words used by 
Henry to describe his "Travels 
with My Aunt," an eccentric old 
so-and-so . by the name of 
Augusta. 
Henry meets Augusta for the 
first time at · the cremation 
ceremony for his dear dead 
mother. From the first, he feels _ 
the presence of a very free spirit. 
Little does he know where this 
acquaintance will take him. 
From England, where he has led 
an inhibited, steady, secure life 
raising his dahlias, they journey 
to France, Turkey and back 
again. 
Augusta is compelled to move 
from locale to locale in order 
eventually to free her one "love 
of life," Mr. Visconti, from the 
clutches of his evil kidnapers. 
Augusta insists on Henry 
accompanying her.on her travels, 
occasionally with her black 
companion, Wordsworth. 'lbe 
adventures they encounter are 
definitely kooky enough to be 
memorable. 
However, the truly 
memorable attractions of this 
George Cukor movie are the 
marvelous characters of the old 
and young Augusta, played by 
Maggie Smith, and the 
distinctive role of Henry, 
portrayed by Alec McCowen. In 
addition, the filming and color 
are some of the clearest and 
truest of recent movies. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB 
Dr. Robert S. Miller of the 
sociology department will 
address the Sociology Club 11 
a. m. Tuesday in LR 212. 
Sociology students are invited. 
By Fran Ellio,!t 
Miss Smith has a fantastic 
makeup job, perfect to the very 
last wrinkle for the part as 
"ancient Augusta," and she 
plays each and .every chance for 
expre$ion to the hilt. Her 
costumes are also outstanding 
making her as "distinguishable in 
the 1920s as the Augusta of 
today. She doesn't ~ an 
opportunity for a glance or a 
gesture to help depict the zany 
character of Henry's lovable 
aunt. · 
Henry ·himself is a contrast of 
personalities when in the 
pre8ence of Augusta, yet a 
sincere love and admiration 
grows between them. Perhaps he 
enjoys in her something he has 
never experienced in bis entire 
life •. :freedom. 
Inevitably the whirlwind 
relationship between Henry and 
his balmy aunt comes to a head 
when he has just about had 
enough · of her "indirect" 
dishonesty. He shouts insulting 
· names at her and she screams 
that this may be his last chance 
at lif e--he must allow himself to 
do, to dream, to love. 
Although her heart is broken 
when she discovers that the 
"Visconti Venture'' is all a 
well-planned hoax, Augusta is 
moved by Henry's declaration of 
friendship and his concern for 
her, even after he finds out that . 
she is his real mother, not his 
aunt. So in the North African 
desert the movie ends as they are 
flipping a coin t.o decide whether 
they will live life in his way or 
hers. 
Either way, .the 
understanding is that there will 
be a,. happy ending. 
... I' "' $ 
"MR. COLOR TV" 
•TV• STEREO• RADIOS• TAPE RECORDERS-
-• RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS . 
* 1033 N. MILLS *WINTER PARK MALL 
L.J~~/. 
* "Mel~y Corner'~ /:;)et:KJ 
-----1Tns-~ani--Rrcllfos-~----
AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
Central Florida's Largest Compact 
SELECTION 
SONY - PANASONIC - ELECTROPHONIC 
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO 
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS 
• I 
MO 1m BOX 25,MO ORLANDO FLORIDA PH: 275-2640 
640AM 
WFTU is •umber ONE o• 
Florida Tech 
because _you made us that wa.Y • and t~a1· 
wa_, we're going to sta_y. WFTU programs 
onl_y for _you. At 7:30 p.111. dail_y, listen for 
the 41h Tower of Inverness, and see what 
we 111ean b_y program111ing foir YOU! 
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Brubeck Plays Electrifying Piano 
By Craig Powell 
To Dave Brubeck, three 
things affect the direction he 
will take during a live 
performance: the hall, the piano 
and the mood. All th(ee of these 
must have been present during 
his concert last Saturday night, 
at the Orlando Municipal 
Auditorium, because Brubeck 
played as though pianos would 
become extinct the next day. 
The Florida Symphony 
Orchestra prepared the audience 
for the Brubeck Trio by 
GOV !·~4- STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
~ .SUBSIDIZES DISCOUNT 
"-1-
7 TICKETS TO THESE 
THEATRES: 
FLORIDA STATE 
TICKETS A Y AILABLE 
IN .SG OFFICE 
mellowing the listeners with 
Johann Strauss' "Der 
Fledermaus Overture." The 
director and conductor of the 
symphony, Pavle Despalj, 
conducted the orchestra with 
such fervor that it seemed his 
tuxedo jacket would split apart. 
He later received high acclaim 
from Brubeck. 
The Dave Brubeck Trio came 
on with Jack Six· on bass, Alan 
Dawson on drums and, of 
course, Brubeck on piano. Their 
first number was a Brubeck 
version of "St. Louis Blues" 
which sounded more like jazz 
than blues. With Dave Brubeck 
playing, it could hardly sound 
any different. 
Brubeck's next number, 
"Duke," was one he wrote to 
commemorate the man who 
most influenced his music, Duke 
Ellington. 
The most enjoyable piece 
performed by - the combined 
EHOUSE •B 
We feature fa.moos · name 
ctothing for men _and 
women at whotesale prices 
or below. For women, 
names I ike Jon a than 
Logan. Applause, Junior 
Express, Mr. Vito, .Kerral, · 
Gino Paoli. Many originals 
and one of a kind. Long 
dresses, pant suits, slacks, 
beaded gowns. Men • 
double knit jackets, 
regular $65. to $85., now 
. $25., pants, reg. $25 to 
$35, now $9.99. by 
Brooks and Donegal, 
Trend and Arnold Palmer. 
Doubte Knit jeans, Farah 
and Broomstick slacks, 
reg. $12 to $25., r:iow 2 
pair for ·$ 7. Visit and 
_Browse the new and 
· (jlfferent 
WAREHOUSE #8 
6440 E. COLONIAL DR. 
PH: 273-DO 
less than 1 mile east on 
436 - across from Louis 
Volkswagen. Open Sat. 
. 10-6, Sun. 12 til 6, Tues 
thru Thurs. 10 til 6, Fri. 
10 til 9. Closed Mondays. 
-vt~e. M:>ftr 1:00 P·lJJ· 
assetn6Jr TllOJlJ 
I 
admissiotJ So<j. 
AJ~~ 
~(-~ 
forces of the trio and the 
orchestra was "Bradenbet"g 
Gate," a composition by 
Brubeck's brother, · Howard. The 
performance totally absorbed 
the audience and, after the 
number was over, it took a few 
minutes to realize that it was 
time for intermission. 
Following intermission, the 
trio became a quartet with the 
addition of Brubeck's 
25-year-old son, Darius, at the 
electric piano. Darius played 
well but he did not begin to 
challenge the position of his 
father. 
Jack Six demonstrated his 
excellence on bass by playing a 
fo~r-minute solo in "Never On a 
Rainy Day." Watching a bass 
fiddler of his caliber is . a rare 
pleasure. 
The same can be said for Alan 
Dawson on the drums. He nearly 
brought the house down with his 
drum work in Brubeck's most 
popular numb.er, "Take Five." 
The musical energy produced 
by Brubeck during a live 
performance can only be 
described as dazzling. His 
rhythm is distinctive and 
unconventional. His melody and 
dynamics race at tremendous 
speed and intensity. If one were 
to touch his piano during a 
performance, he would surely be 
electrocuted. 
Art Students Plan 
3-Day Marathon 
money will be used to buy art 
.materials. 
The marathon is open to all 
students. Those interested in 
competing can enter by signing 
lists which are attached to 
posters and located around 
campus. 
The Sou th Florida art 
program is considered to be one 
of the best in the state. Furino 
said he hopes to generate 
interest in the FTU art program 
and make the public aware that 
FTU is not just a technological 
school. 
in the Edgewater Shopping Center 
Par & Edgewater, Orlando 
422-4407 
NOWPLAYJNG-
NOEL COWARD'S "PRIVATE LIVES" 
ORLANDO'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL DINNER TH EA TRE 
UNLIMITED BUFFET ··All the food you can eat, plus great plays 
and musicals with New York casts . 
Special discount a"angements can be made for students and groups. 
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W e~kly Activity Calendar 
TODAY PI KAPPA ALPHA: 
Meeting, 8: 30 p.m., EN 108. 
POOL TOURNAMENT: 
A.ll day, VC game room. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON: 
MONDAY, FEB. 5 
Meeting, 6 p.m.; SCAUD. WRESTLING: 
OOLLEGE BOWL: 
Brain quiz, 6:30 p.m., Multi 
Puxpose Room. 
FTU vs. University of Georgia and 
University of Florida, 4 p.m., 
Gainesville. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: 
WRESTLING: 
FTU vs. Florida International 
University, 7:30 p.m., V~AR. 
Meeting, 5: 30 p.m., VC dining 
room. 
SATURDAY, FEB. 3 
BASKETBALL: 
FTU vs.. Florida Bible COIIege, 8 
p.m., Lake Highland Prep. 
"REEFER MADNESS" : . 
VC movie, 8 p.m., VCAR. 
SUNDAY, FEB. 4 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON: 
Meeting, 2 p.m., Multi Purpose 
Room. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA: 
Pledge Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 214. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., VCAR-C 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA: 
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VC 211. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA: 
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VCAR-A. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 359. 
TYES: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 211. 
TRI DELTA: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., EN 407. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON; 
Meeting, 6 p.m., EN 203. 
COLLEGE BOWL: 
Brain quiz, 6:30 p.m. , Multi 
Purpose Room. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: 
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., VCAR-A. 
CHESS CLUB: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200. 
VC BRIDGE LESSONS: 
Classes, 7 p.m., VC 200: 
TAU EPSILON PHI: 
.Meeting, 7:30 p.m., VC 214. 
HATHA YOGA: 
Class, 8 p.m., PE dome: 
"DIARY OF ADAM & EVE":· 
Play, Admission $.50, 8 p.m., 
VCAR. 
Barge Scholarship Given 
An outstanding student 
majoring in history and political 
science is the last recipient of 
the Richmond I. Barge 
Scholarship. 
Andrew A Graham accepted 
the scholarship, which amounted 
to $290, for his scholastic 
accomplishments in the field of 
history. Graham, who began his 
college education at FTU in 
1971, after eight years in the 
U.S. Navy, will graduate this 
June. 
Graham scored a total of 7 40 
points on the Law School 
Admissions Test (LSAT), and 
has applied to a number of the 
most prestigious law schools in 
the country. He hopes to attend 
law school this fall. 
In addition to his academic 
accomplishments, Graham is 
president of the Cape Kennedy 
Young Democrats and served as 
a campaign manager in the most 
recent Brevard County school 
board election. 
I~ Campus Glances ~I 
MAO'S POETRY 
Poet, novelist and teacher 
Paul Engle will appear on 
tcampus Wednesday at 7 p.m in 
·the VC Multi Purpose Room to 
speak on "The Poetry Of 
Chairman Mao." 
Engle, director of the 
International Writing Program at 
the University of Iowa, is called 
the foremost translator of the 
poetry of Mao Tse-tung. The 
author of 10 books, he is 
considered one of the dominant 
influences on American literature 
through his work at the Iowa 
writers' workshop. 
POOL HOURS 
The swimming pool is now 
open noon-1 p.m. every 
weekday for faculty, staff and 
students. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
aJl111 l]C!JCBW aJl10CDvtJ0 
~~00 
Complete FISHER Systems 
From $2~9.95 
• 
• 
• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
· Stereo by: KLH, Marantz, Fisher, - : 
Sony, Et~ • 
333 Park-Ave. South, Next to Colony Theatre, Winter Park 
·············································'· 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS 
A Uniqu' Boutique For Men & Women 
140 W. Fairbanks 
Winter Park 
TUESDAY, FEB. 6 
PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 149. 
SOCIO~OGY CLUB: 
Meeting, Dr. Robert S. Miller, 
speaker, 11 a.m., LR 212. 
DELTA SIGMA PI: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 233, 239. 
ACCOUNTING CLUB: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 216. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 360. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211. 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 214. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 211. 
INTRAMURALS: 
Captains' meeting, 11 a.m., VC 
200. 
VILLAGE CENTER BOARD: 
Meeting, 4 p.m., VC 200. 
COLLEGE BOWL: 
Brain quiz, 6: 30 p.m., Multi 
Purpose Room. 
"WINTER LIGHT': 
Movie, Ingmar Bergman series, 7 
p.m., SCAUD. 
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7 
MEN'S RESIDENCE 
ASSOCIATION: 
Meeting, 5 p.m., VC dinmg room. · 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 200. 
DELTA TAU DELTA: 
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VC 214. 
TAU KAPPA ESPILON: 
Meeting, 7 p.m.~ EN 360. 
CANDLE-MAKING CLASSES: 
Sponsored by VC, 7 p.m., EN 
360. 
"STRAW DOGS": 
VC movie, 8: 30 p.m., VCAR. 
THURSDAY. FEB. 8 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 200. 
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING 
MACHINERY: 
Meeting, Mr. Conway, speaker on 
"Cape Kennedy Computer 
Installation", 11 a.m., CB 115. 
CIRCLEK: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 211. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT: 
Judicial Board meeting, 11 a.m., 
vc 200. 
PANHELLENIC: 
Meeting, 4 p.m., VCAR-A. 
HATIIA YOGA: 
Class, 8 p.m., PE dome. 
BASKETBALL: 
FTU vs. Georgia College, 8 p.m., 
Winter Park High. 
1208 N. Mills 
Orlando ~· 
OPEN 2pm - MIDNIGHT SUNDAY-THURSDAY 
1208 N 
MILLS 
2pm- 2am FRIDAY & SATURDAY l 
WATER 
13EDS 
-Ul 
...J 
...J 
~ 
N ' 
m 
I 
" 
BELLOWS 
TV TOWN 
FOOTSBAllL 
OR 
FOOS BALL 
IT'S THE FAST 
AND FURIOUS 
EUROPEAN TABLE 
SOCCER GAME THAT'S 
SWEEPING 
THE 
ROUTE 50 
NEIL .SHEEHAN 
speaks on ''Politics and ~he Milita~y'' 
i~urna·list responsible for 
putting Pentagon Papers 
. in the Ne.r York Times 
Feb. 9th· • 11 am • 
YC Assembl_y Room 
FREE to students, faculty, I 
~~~~s~t~a~'~'~~~~~~~___j· 
• 
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* * fl- For Friday, February 2, around, what more do you you pay $50 a month to her Diseases I Have Known," by informed most of them were * * 1973. need? favorite grandson, Alice, she ·Alred D. Gottem.) shot in the chest area, but a 4* 
.JJ.. (the Aunt) will haunt you few got it in the head!) +} 
~ IF YOU WERE BORN PISCES: (the Great-Nephew) the rest LEO: +} 
~ TODAY: Dwarf-brain! Did you of your life by putting Gee, Carol, didn't I see SCORPIO: ) ..L1. {* Clod. It's typical of your honestly think that by giving something gooey inside every you talking to a ghost named What ho, varlet! Stand to "IT' 
+Jo type of reasoning. Do you · her a 'shiny new nickel' she pair of shoes you own. Her "Topper" a few years ·ago? and sally forth. Bizzen the 4* 
..ti.. realize how many persons would let you do that to her idea was Dippity-Doo, but mainsail and strike the colors. 4* 
"'"t'5" were born on common old and still keep quiet? Have my suggestion was guava VIRGO: Ju st th ink. (Unusual +} t Feb. 2? Thousands! Millions! you no shame? Have you no jelly. I never have liked you I have figured out why. . . experience, isn't it?) If you ~ 
'Tl"' 'That's how many. Stupid! honor? Have you another too much, anyway. · I SAY: I HAVE FIGURED hadn't bothered to come to "i'T" 
~ With a little planning you nickel? While it might not OUT WHY YOU ARE classes today you could have ;.} 
..l.l. could have been born on keep her quiet, I promise it GOING DEAF. . . YOUR had a three-day weekend. "* 
~ leap-day in leap-year. Then will me! GEMINI: MOUTH IS OPEN SO WIDE Dope! * J:: you wouldn't be any older You are handsome, THAT IT FORCES YOUR . . ..L1. 
'Ti" than Orphan Annie and ARIES: talented, clever, witty and EARS SHUT. Dolt! SAGITTARITTARITI'ARIUS: ~ * wouldn't have any eyes. Not Woof-darr. I see naught naturally attractive to A word to the wise 4* 
* you. You just have to be but ill. I see darkness. I see women. You are destined to Sagittarian: "Don't take "* 
..l.l. ordinary! evil. I see you cheating with- greatness, as you were born LIBRA: yourself so seriously. Nobody ;.} 
'Ti" food stamps. Be careful. With under the same sign as such Go -back inside! Friday the else does!" ~ ~ AQUARIUS: the newly proposed penal famous persons as Marvin 13th falls on a Tuesday this ?'i' 
~ There is a deep, dark, system, if you are cau.ght Thoughtbrush, Irma Leaks', month. Not only that, but it's CAPRICORN: ~ 
~ dreary secret burning within cheating on Uncle Sam they Dayton Ohio, and John the the day before St. Valentine's You may have an ?'J 
,S,,... you, screaming to be let out. may force you not to pay Good. Day. We commemorate that emotional upheaval today. +} 
'Ti" But y9u have promised never income tax for the next six day because it is when all Carry plenty of Excedrin and {t} 
+J- to tell it to a soul. On the ·years. That'll teach you, you CANCER: those people were shot in a few Kleenexes. Don't speak ~ 
+J- other hand, if you don't nasty old criminal, you. How can you say that with Chicago or New Yo* or to strange tree frogs today, as ?.i'.' {Ito release it, something inside a straight face? (See "Famous someplace. (I have just been one is an imposter. {t} 
~you might go wrong, TAURUS: ************************************'* ... t,,__ permanently. I am such a I have been in contact * . . V good person, I volunteer to with your Great Aunt Fred. 
* let you tell me your secret for (It's your family that's weird. "* F JU c I • f • d {* free. With friends like me not min_e.) .She says unless # u re a SS- I e s 
t.*********************** 
MEDICAL 
ADVICE 
CONTACT: 
FLORIDA FAMILY PLANNING 
_._, r- (305) 251-3543 
3H I 1 I 
v;:iTv'' 'A"?JONPROFIT ORGANIZAtJON 
THE VILLAGE CENTER PRESENTS --
CHRIS SWAN.SON 
and the 
MOOG SYNTHESIZER 
8 p.m.--Tuesday, Feb. 13th, V.C. Assembly Room 
SO cents--FTU Students, Faculty, and Staff 
$1.00-General Public 
Tickets Available at V.C. Main Desk 
. -services 
TERM PAPERS TYPED. Typing 
done in my home, just 10 minutes 
from FTU. 50 cents per 
double-spaced page. I have 
references. Call 671-7295 or 
678-3378. 
Licensed astrologer-Character 
profiles $5. Send name, 
birthdate, time, place to AstroCel 
Research, Box 302 Fern Park. 
ervlc;es il,'lfo 834-8955. 
wanted 
I am a writer and am 
handicapped. Need someone to 
move in--very pleasant & 
stimulating conditions. Room, ... 
board & $30 per week. Privacy 
guaranteed. Ideal for a student. 
PI ease call me.· Bret · Gray 
644-7602. 
Roommate wanted (female) for 
Ridgewood Village Apt for spring 
qtr. Call 275-2828 Mon., Wed. or 
Fri. from 9-12 and 3-5. Ask for 
Eleonore . 
for rent 
SEEKING COMFORT? Room 
for rent. Immediate occupancy- I 
mi. from FTU. $10 week . Call 
after 6 (or full day s1:1nday) 
273-2212. 
----
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE, new 2 
bdrm duplex apts, in quiet, 
wooded setting. Fully shag carpet 
with central ht/air. Appliances, 
draperies, furnished. Laundry in 
backyard area. 4 mi. N . of FTU 
entrance at Mitchell Hammock 
Rd. in Oviedo. $160 per mo. on 6 
mo. lease. Tel. 365-3721. 
for safe 
Honda ,:590 '69 real good 
condition. Many new-parts $190. 
Call 422-8953 before 4 p.m. or 
come see at 309 1/2 Rollins St., 
Orlando. 
fo( future . film producer, 
like-new 16mr.n Bolex movie 
camera -· 3 lenses #165. Call 
277-1454 weekedays. 
Pilot compact component system 
with FM stereo, changer and 
spkrs. Regular· $329 . no·w 
$284.50. Five records FREE. 
ACTION MUSIC 1903 N. 
Orange. Ave. After 2 p.m. 
423-3810 .. 
8-track tapes. 3 for$8.50 records. 
ACTION MUSIC. 
Lear· Jet 8-track car w/headphone 
receptacle 10 watts FMS $79.50. 
Speakers-no charge. ACT! ON 
MUSIC. 
Yamaha 71 Enduro, DT-1 2,300 
miles. Respectable $4 75. Ken 
422-5964. 
6 7 Pontiac Catalina 4-dr, 
hardtop. Fact. air, power 
steering/brakes, radio, almost 
new tires, $600. Call 365-5558 
after 6 p.m. & on weekends. 
Mobile home-71Mart.o,12x60, 2 
bdroom, central air, pay transfer 
fees & take over pmts. Call Nancy 
ext. 2531or365-5940. 
69 Renault R-10 40,000 miles, 5 
michelin. $750. Call 838-8535 
after 6 p.m. 
• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 71 Trium~ 650 mo~~~I~ Mildly chopped, immaculate, 
·PART•TIME 
CONSIDER THE ADV ANT AGES OF WORKING 
PART-TIME WITH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 
As an equal opportunity employer we offer: 
• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFTER. GRADUATION 
• STEADY EMPLOYMENT 
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRI.) 
• $3.32 PER HOUR TO ST ART -
t $3.47 PER HOUR AFfER 30 WORK DAYS 
• $3.57 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS 
• PAID VACATION AND HOLIDAYS 
• . UPS THRIFT PLAN (PROFIT SHARll'!IG) 
Applicants should be in excellent physical condition 
able to load, unload and sort packages weighing up 
to SO lbs. 
Part-time .work is' available during the following hours: 
• 3:45a.m. to 8:00a.m.' 
• 12:00 noon to 3:30 p.m. 
e 11:00 p.m. to 2:30 LID. 
Apply in person at 6127 Anno Ave., Orlando 32809 · 
between the hours 1 :30 and 5:30 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. If veteran bripg service fonn 
DD214. 
custom seat, tarlk, pipes, extra 
1chrome, runs as good as it looks. 
JCall 275-1047. . 
Bug 
Trade•lns 
67 FALCON 
Metallic Blue, 2-dr., Auto-
matic Transmission. 
$695 
67 F1REBIRD 
Flame Red Color. Sharp!! 
Radio and Heater. 
$1095 
68B~W 
l 600 Series. Lime Green 
Extra Clean. 
$1495 
67 CHEVY 
4-dr. Sedan. Metallic Green. 
6 CyL Straight Stick. 
$895 
69 OPEL 
i-41. Cadet. Bright Red. 
A/C. 'A/T'. 
$1495 
LOUIS 
YOLKSWA•IN 
6363 F.. f;.olonial 277-7220 
1°'1 ~ M~e East of 436. 
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'Bare/ oot '-Acting Adequate ~~ ,,,,,, 
Take one drafty old 
brownstone in New York City, 
fill it full of screwballs, put a 
newly married couple on the top 
floor, and Y.ou have the setting 
for "Barefoot in the Park," the 
current production playing at 
Sebastian's Dirmer Theatre. 
Since "Barefoot" started out 
on Broadway as playwright Neil 
Simon's first hit, it has become a 
successful motion picture, has 
been seen on television and has 
been published around the world 
in more than 14 different 
languages. 
By Craig Powell 
The play focuses on Corie 
Bratter and her quiet, 
conservative young attorney 
husband of six days. After 
moving into a brownstone and 
being exposed a few days to 
such off-the-wall neighbors as 
Victor Velasco (a 58-year-old 
e~-adventurer), she begins to feel 
that her husband, Paul, is not 
exciting or unusual enough for 
her. 
Dreama Perry fails -to 
convince herself or the audience 
that she really is Corie, a young, 
mixed-up wife who hasn't 
Stud·ents Tuned In 
To Amateur Radio 
By Wilma Korb. 
"CQ 15-CQ 15-CQ 15-Here is 
William Baker 4 Texas Charlie 
Whiskey." 
"WB4 TCW -- This is G3HAX 
- Golf 3 Hotel Alpha X-ray." 
No, the Martians haven't 
landed, and a certain Mr. Wells is 
still well and hiding in 
Argentina. These messages just 
mean the FTU Amateur Radio 
Club is contacting someone in 
England or Brazil or Silver 
Springs or somewhere. 
The Amateur Radio Club, 
which was founded three years 
ago, has come a long way since 
its founding. The purpose of the 
club is to promote amateur 
radio, to let members operate 
the club station at any time and 
to acquaint both students and 
faculty with the community 
· services provided by a.r:i amateur 
radio station. 
When the club was first 
formed in March 1970, the 
equipment used was loaned to 
the club by members. "We made 
antennas out of wire and met on 
the third floor of the Science 
Building in a storage room, 
reminisced Kelly Corcoran, the 
club's president. "In fall 1970, 
we received Student 
·Government funds and moved to 
EN 502, and then got permission 
to put up an antenna." 
The antenna, donated by 
former club member Eddie 
Truncellito, was erected in fall 
1971, said vice president Floyd 
Van Auken. "As the club got 
more fu.nps, we got more 
equipment, such as the Drake 
TR 4 (transceiver) and other 
accessories," he added. 
''The club now has the 
capability of being on the air at 
any time. We have a power 
output of 200 watts," Corcoran 
noted. "The club is able to help 
foreign language students, in. 
that we can put them in contact 
with foreigners on the radio," he 
added. "We can talk to countries 
all over the world." 
The club also holds classes in 
order to teach Morse code to 
me11:,1bers desiring to learn it. -
Ham radios can be very 
handy, Corcoran pointed out. 
He cited the part played by ham 
radio operators after the 
Managua earthquake when the 
only communication with the 
city was via ham radio. · 
"Anyone with an avid 
interest in hapt radio can drop in 
on the Amateur Radio Club 
and find out more about it," 
Corcoran said. Club meetings are 
held 11 a.m. Tuesdays and noon 
Thursdays in EN 502. 
INGMAR BERGMAN FILM SERIES 
THIS WEEK- "WINTER LIGHT" 
7 .m. -- $1.00 -- SCIENCE AUDITORIUM 
"********.** * *·* * * ** * 'iJaJffi£$ liJ bWIJQ(]~ * 
* JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNING * 
* 9: 15 A.M. Dialogue & Coffee * 
* l 0: 30 A.M. Worship & Fellowship * 
* mmJJ fr L IJ/11 u.;~ ruwrn * 
._._.._ Temp. Location: Unio~ Park Jr. Hi. Hiway 50 & Dean Rd. * 
...,.- . Lance A. Netland, Lutheran Campus Pastor 838 _ 3326 * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *· * * • ' vcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvc1 
~ l.!JUCbCbaJI]~ CB~GJU~(] ~· 
~ l]aJ00~0 (]C!JC!JOO ~ 
~ every Tuesday & ~ 
~ Thursda.Y night · ~ 
~ 5pm•llpm 2 
u ~ ~ ladies with escort admitted 2 
u ~ ~ free; so gu.ys bring 2 
u . 2 
~ .Your girls ~ 
~ . . . <: 
u vcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcv 2 
figured out yet what marriage, 
life and her role as a wife are all 
about. . 
Mike Mazes plays an adequate 
Paul Bratter. Throughout all but 
the last few minutes of the play, 
he is a shy and level-headed 
young husband. The only time 
he exhibits any sense of emotion 
is during the scene in which he is 
drunk. 
One of the best parts of the · 
production, acting included, is 
Lou Folds' portrayal of Victor 
Velasco. Folds projects every 
facet of Vela~co from his suave 
accent to his man-of-the-world 
bebop attire which blinds the 
audience every time he appears 
on stage. 
Playing opposite Folds is 
Mary Hill, portraying Corie's 
mother. Her daughter matches 
her up with Velasco and, after 
one night on the town with him, 
she ends up drinking buttermilk 
and taking little pink pills. Miss 
Hill is right for the part and is a 
convincingly dull, middle-aged 
woman. 
Dinner is served at 7 p.m. and 
curtain time is 8:40 p.m. 
Tuesdays through Saturdays. 
Sundays, dinner is at 1 p.m. and 
curtain time at 2: 40 p.m. The 
show is guaranteed to be a 
pleasant evenings entertainment 
after a tasty meal and a second 
cup of coffee. 
Campus Glances 
'SERENDIPITY' SERIES 
A series of eight small-group 
exercises in self-discovery and 
Bible study will begin 5: 30 p.m. 
Sunday at the Newman Center, 
408 E. Lyman in Winter Park. 
This series, called "Serendipity," 
By David Foster 
Penascola, Florida ..... 
A headline last week in the "Corsair," the Pensacola Junior College 
campus paper, read "Registration Aims For Convenience; Computer 
Speeds Up System." B_oy, have they got something to learn! P.S., if you 
thought Friday Girl was trite, in the Corsair they're known as Pirate 
Mates. 
State University System, Florida ... 
Enrollment has ground almost to a halt. At FTU projected 
enrollments have been cut drastically, and according to Linton E. 
· Gunter, head of University of Florida Self-Study Office, enrollment 
there would "do well to keep its present level." The decrease in 
enrollment has occurred at universities throughout the country. Tl1e 
decrease has been explained by a reduced interest in four-year 
universities among youth and the fact the high population of youth in 
the 18-19 age range produced by the post-World War U baby boom, is 
beginning to dwindle. The baby boom, which triggered the 
mushrooming growth of colleges, peaked in 1958. 
Gainesville, Florida ..... 
Student Government at FTU has been dreaming of far-sighted 
objectives such as a rathskeller and a grocery store. What will they 
dream of after that? Well, at University of Florida, which has just about 
-everything, SG just opened .-.ready? ... a bicycle repair service. The 
service was started a few weeks ago and is free to U of F students. And 
at the University of South Florida, the talk centered not on the repair 
of bikes, but their protection. Due to a surge-:of bike tjlefbo ·· the 
campus, USF administrators are considering a bike> compound o up 
near the student union center. Not that 1J o F as- o prohl~ms this 
area. More than 500 bikes were stolen from the of F campus last 
year, and campus police are trying to curb the trend by registering bikes 
on campus. 
Pensacola, Florida ..... 
A rose by any other name? Though most state universities have 
chosen to call their student governments by prestigious nam~s such as 
the "student senate," University of West Florida students have chosen· 
the familiar route of high schools in calling theirs the "student 
council." Egad 
OPEN NIGHTS 
will strive to encourage 3 & 4 year-old kindergarten 
creativity in the daily living of a I acre fenced playground 
Christian life. Fee for the series hot lunches 
is $4, and interested students 
may call 644-2203 for more PHONE 365(,_,.5023 3~~'W. Broadway. OVlEDO information. ._ ____ .... ..,. ..... ._..__._ _______ .._ __ m.i ____ ~ 
·********"***************************~ 
: World's Most Complete Hi-Fi & Electronics Center 4* 
* * tt : 
SQ 4-Channel 
_ ___,,- --- --
200-Watt AM/FM 
4-Channel Stereo System 
S I 
' 
49 988 If Purchased a e . ~n2d~~~~ually 
The Complete System Includes: 
• • Lafayette LR-440 200-Watt AM i FM 4·Channel Stereo Receiver- plays everything in 
4·Channel- SQ, Discrete. Derived. Features "Acritune·· Prec ision Visu;i l FM Tuning and 
Superb AM FM Stereo Reception· 
• Garrard 408 3·Speed Automatic Turntable with attractive matching base' 
• Pickering P/ ATE·l Elliptical Stereo Magnetic Cartridge 
• 4 "Cri terion 77" 3-Speaker 3·Way Bookshelf Acoustic.suspension Speaker System-
~eJ tur~s 8V2"" Woofer, 31h'" Mid-Range Speaker, 112 .. Direct Radiator Type Tweeter, 
plus 011 walnut cabinetry• 
Derived 4-Channel 
LAFAYETTE (irit( ' l"ior1 
Pickermg q~ 
~ · Also authorized Dealer for ___ _, 
4* PANASONIC HI-Fl. SONY. AKAi. GARRARD. '* 
: SHURE, HITACHI, KOSS AND MANY OTHERS· # 
# COMPLETE LINE OF CAR # 
* TAPE PLAYERS & SPEAKERS.# 
* M ~ LAFAYETTE RADIO ASSOCIATE STORE ~
'"")"' 1225 N. Mills l"j"' # phone 896,3801 # 
***********************************\ 
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Fl'U'S MIKE Clark dribbles as he positions himself for a possible. 
driving layup. Clark scored 15 points in the second half to spark a FTU 
comeback. FI'U defe~d arch-rival FIT, 81-63 last Saturday night. 
(Photo by Greg Gleen) 
... The Saga ·Of FTL:J-FIT: 
Things Always Happen 
By Shelby Strother 
IT WAS that time of year 
again. • ~when · the FTU Knights 
took their annual chance to 
brave traveling to Melbourne to 
play Florida Institute · of 
Technology (FIT) in basketball 
It is safer to take a Saturday 
night walk down a dark alley in 
Harlem. 
Things seem t.o happen when 
tlie two arCh. nvaJs square 
off. ~ .on the basketball court 
and in the stands. Part of the 
problem lies in the idea that 
both schools consider them.selves 
Florida Tech. And they are. 
But there is no brotherly love 
present when they reunite. Last 
Saturday was no exception. Two 
busloads of FTU students went 
to Melbourne, a place where red 
necks will always be in style, for 
the latest shootout. FIT, as 
always, had scheduled the 
Knights for their homecoming 
game to insure a large crowd. 
IT IS coincidental that both 
schools have fine basketball 
teams this year. For records 
mean nothing when the title of 
Florida Tech (wherever she may 
be) is at stake. 
The stands started filling up 
almost an hour before game 
time. The FTU team came out a 
half hour later, and were greeted 
by scattered jeers and catcalls. 
The FTU caravan arrived 
shortly thereafter, a shroud of 
rowdiness accompanying them. 
No sooner were they seated than 
they began chanting, "F-T-U, 
F-T-U ... " 
FIT, a college known for its 
pro(oundness in the classroom, 
exhibited some low-class 
profaneness b-y answering, 
"F-YOU, TOO, F-YOU, TOO.". 
The. cheerleaders took the 
court soon thereafter. One thing 
may be said in favor . of Florida 
Tech, Orlando style. 'Ibeir 
cheerleaders have the Melbourne 
representatives beat, skirts 
down. For FIT, to welcome 
their alumni home, paraded a 
dozen cheerleaders, all males to 
drag, onto the court amid howls 
of laughter. 
FI'U spectators also grabbed 
their chance to display their lack 
of dignity before the game 
started. When an announcment 
was made asking for a moment 
of silence commemorating the 
Vietnam ceasefire, a few overly 
zealous rooters screamed, "FTU 
ONE TIME .... ". 
Then in an attempt to rectify 
their sins, they began singing the 
national anthem. Only one 
thing went wrong. They forgot 
the words and began giggling 
while the suddenly solemn FIT 
stands looked and listened with 
disgust. 
The game started and Fl'U 
jumped to a commanding 14-5 
lead. Enter FIT guard Richard 
Fingerlin. Exit the FTU lead. 
Fingerlin pumped in several long 
jump shots and the Knights 
became disorganized and went 
into the locker room at half 
time_ traili~gby four points. 
At halftime the proverbial 
manure really struck the 
·ventilator. FIT had strung up a 
1dammy, simply marked (in 
1crayon no doubt) "FTU." 
A SCHEME was devised by an1 
FTU Student Government; 
member (let's just call him. 
Loudly Constantalk) to rip 
down the dummy hanging from 
the balcony. Word spread 
secretly of the proposed caper. 
But when time came to pull it 
off, only two FTU stalwarts ran· 
the risk. 
Armed with a small 
pocketknife, the dynamic duo 
_,ascended the stairs and began 
cutting down the atrocious 
dummy, which mocked the 
Golden Knights of Pegasus and 
all that is good. 
However, inconspicuous they 
were not. In short order, no less 
than 40 FIT brutes were upon 
the gallant doers, threshing them 
rather soundly. One of the FTU 
heroes, who wishes to remain· 
unnamed. for fear of losing his 
job as sports editor, was 
strategically pounded by 20 of 
the sand-kickers at once, 
inspiring Fred Cay and Rod 
Rodriguez to shake their 
apathetic ways and lend a 
helping fist if needed. 
ORDER was restored to allow 
the second half to begin. But not 
before an FIT official ordered the 
dummy, or what was left of it, 
ta·k en down, trumpeting a 
moral victory for FTU. 
However, the two dummy 
thieves still realized the ravages 
of conflict as they Jicked their 
wounds and bruised pride. 
The mini-riot seemed to 
arouse the Knight players. They 
started the second half with a 
blitz, poured it on and rolled to 
an 18-point victory margin. In 
the locker room afterwards, the 
players rushed to shower and 
make their getaway. 
(Continued on Page 11) 
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Knights Defeat FIT, 81-63; 
FTU Faces Rollins ffion~ay 
By Larry McCorkle 
Sports Editor 
IN A GAME consisting of . halftime lead. 
. Notably absent in the fust-
half scoring was Mike Clark, who 
scored only two points. John 
Smith was held to two first.half 
points. 
what Coach Torchy Clark 
described as "two different 
halves,>' FTU dominated the 
latter half to handily defeat 
Florida Institute of Technology, 
81-63, for their sixth straight 
Win of the season. The second half was quite a 
The win left FTU with a 12-5 reversal. 
.record If the Knights defeated BOTH Clark and Smith began 
North Georgia and Piedmont driving toward the basket in 
this week and Florida Bible hopes of picking up fouls and/or 
tomorrow, it would leave the points. Smith made his muscle 
Knights with a very impre~ive well-known around the 
15-5 record going into this backboards in the second half by ZE'l'l'IE McCRIMON 
Monday's encounter with collecting 10 rebounds in the they don't get caught looking 
cross--town rival Rollins. last quarter alone. The defensive ahead to Rollins. Both games 
Earlier in the week Fl'U's rebounding of Smith and Haas, will be played at Lake Highland 
Arnett Hall, who was the coupled with an outlet pass to at 8 p.m. 
Knight's top scorer (19.4 ppg), Arnett Hall and a downcourt Rollins /will pose a different 
helped his average with a pass to Mike Clark resulted in problem. Early in the year, the 
35-point performance against several fast break layups in the Tars had problems, b~t have 
New Hampshire as FTU won second half. FTU's fast break come back and are playing good 
97-87. Hall connected on 16 and stingy second-half defense basketball They now have an 
field goals for the night. His hot ultimately broke the game wide 8-7 record. Rollins is not a big 
hand helped FTU overcome an open. ·· team. Bruc.e Howland, 6-5., and 
11-point deficit midway through d ·Alan Burnette, 6-6, are the 
the first half. Mike Clark added Clark score 15 points in the team's biggest players. Mareus 
second half to imish as the 
18 points for ·FTU. game's high scorer with 17_ Pete "Roadrunner'' Wilson may sadly 
AGAINST FIT,. FTU jumped Haas scored 16 and John Smith remind Fl'U of the almost now 
out to a 14-5 lead early in the _legendary "Fast" Eddie S~ilh. 
first quarter on the outside added 14 points and an equal Rollins is a well-coached 
shooting of Pete Haas and Zettie number of rebounds. Arnett team, and although that ~Y be 
McCrimon. FIT's Richard Hall, averaging 20·2 prior to the an overused expression, it fits 
Fingerlin entered the game and game, scored 14• but he played a the bill here. For Rollfus is 
promptly hit two long jump vital factor in the game coached by Ed Jucker who has 
shots and passed off for two defensively. Zettie McCrimon, coached such basketball players 
more buckets. This change of who kept the team alive early as Oscar Robertson and Jerry 
momentum and the inside play with ' his outside shooting, also Lucas, ·and his 1961 Cincinnati 
of 6-7 Mike Bledsoe and 6-6 blocked several shots. team won. the NCAA National 
John Ada~s enabled the FTU . should not have any Championship. 
"other" ~orida Tech to go in~ trouble disposing of Florida Monday's game could be 
the dre~mg room with a 37-33 Bible tomorrow night. That is, if interesting. 
Base.ball Team· Set For 1st Varsity Season 
For the past two seasons the 
FTU baseball team has been a 
kettle full of talent with no 
match to light the fire--but now 
things have changed. The spark 
has arrived in the person of new 
head coach Doug Holmquist. 
Holmquist ·came to FTU from 
r,111~ 
_ lllUUll~ 
the University of Vermont 
where he developed a mediocre 
team into the Yankee 
Conference Champs in five 
years. This will be the baseball 
team's first varsity season. With 
a lin~up of returning veterans, 
junior college transfers and 
top-notch freshman, Holmquist's 
schedule may not be as tough as 
he first·thought. 
Leading Holmquist's crop of 
talent are 3-year veterans Jack 
Sirianni and Pat McCarty, along 
with last year's most effective 
pitcher "Wild" Bill Laisen. 
Sirianni, second on the team 
in batting last year with a .355 
average, will play outfield. 
McCarty led the team in 
homeruns -last year and is the 
team's fastest player. After 
l!raduating from Auburndale 
POOL TOURNAMENT 
Today is the last day of the 
Village Center's two-day pool 
tournament The last games will 
be played in the VC game room at 
5 p.FREY ON CAMPUS 
U.S. Rep. Lou Frey will be on 
campus 2 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 
15, the Village Center Assembly 
Room. After he speaks to 
students tff ere will be a question 
and answer period. 
By Jack Sirianni 
High, McCarty went to the 
University of Mis.5issippi where 
he ran track for a year. 
The 6-3, 195 lb. Larsen 
turned down a prof e~ional off er 
from the Montreal Expos to play 
this year at FTU. Southpaw Pete 
McLaughlin, a product from 
Valencia C.C., like Larsen, is 
considered by some as one of 
the finest pitchers in Central 
Florida. The pitching staff is 
completed by Bob Pinholster, a 
Brevard C.C. transfer, Dan 
Radovic, a Lyman High product, 
Russ Allen, Pat Ryan and Rudy 
Werlink. . 
FTU's infi~ld will be the 
strong point this year with t.alent 
two and three deep at almost 
every position. 
Third ·base will be occupied 
by McCarty or Dave String, 
another tranSf er from Brevard. 
Second base is up for grabs 
between Mike Ferrell, a 
Se~nole J. C. transfer or Larry 
Brown, another Lyman product. 
George Roval. a Winter Park 
High Schooi graduate, will share 
duties with Ron Beebe, from 
Seminole J.C. at first base. 
Sam Rixie, from Leesburg, 
and Dave Guido will do the 
catching chores. 
Jimmy Horvatch, a 6-3 
All-State baseball player from 
Connecticut, seems to have full 
control of the shortstop 
position. 
Ron Kerner, Dave Tiagha, 
both from New York, .Jeff See, 
Stewart LaRoche, Van Mi4!hell 
and Sirianni will compete for the 
starting positions in the outfield. 
Another surprise for Coach 
Holmquist was the acquistion of 
Assistant Coach John Hart, who 
was playing AA baseball for the 
Expos last year. 
FTU has a challenging 41 
game schedule including the 
likes of Jacksonville, Miami, 
Harvard, Air Force, Delaware, 
Columbi~ and Buffalo. 
Coach Holmquist refuses to 
make any predictions. He only 
smiles. 
---~...-··--"""""'~---~ FTU'S BASEBALL team "warms up" in sub-40 degree weather early 
this week. 'Ibe baseball team, in its initial varsity year, is getting an 
early s~t on a season of 41 games. (Photo by Robert Reidenbach) 
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FTU Grapplers Top Colgate, Take On FIU 
Aft.er losing a tough one to 
new arch rival University of 
Florida, Monday's win , over 
Colgate was definitely important 
to FTU's young wrestling squad. 
With the biggest week of the 
season just around the corner, it 
was a needed morale booster 
after the rather disheartening 
21-18 setback to the defending 
state champion Gators last 
Friday night. In the words of 
assistant coach John Rouse, 
"everybody did a really good 
job," - high praise indeed from a 
member of the coaching staff. 
But the results bear out 
Rouse's words. Losing only one 
match, the Knights convincingly 
whipped a strong Colgate team 
28-12, boosting their overall 
record to 6-4-1. 
Tonight at 7: 30, Florida 
International University of 
Miami visits FTU, and the 
Knights are favored to cop their 
seventh win. The most 
outstanding individual for FIU is 
probably 167-pound Tom 
Jack son, a transfer from 
Miami-Dade North. 
Highlighting the win over 
Colgate and highlighting also the 
young career of Sam Williams 
was a win over freshman Dan 
Halpin, a high school 
AD-American last year. The 
150-lb. Williams, also a 
freshman, dominated the match, 
6-2, and dealt Hal~in only the 
By Fred Cay 
Assistant Sports Editor 
second loss of his career. 
The stubborn Colgate squad 
salvaged ties in three of the first 
four matches, and trailed only 
9-6 prior to Williams' big win. 
Then, in what Rouse termed as 
"the biggest victory of the 
night," FTU's Tom Hammons 
pinned opponent Jim Rich in 
6: 30 to give the Knights a 
commanding 18-6 bulge. 
FTU then won three more 
battles as Ted Wansley whipped 
Doug Frantzan, 7-1, Charlie 
Patton · won a superior decision 
over Dave Ceponis, 10-0, and 
heavyweight Pete Berkery 
defeated Grant Murmy, 7-2. 
The Florida match 
almost:=lmt not quite--provided 
the top all-time victory for FTU 
wrestling. Florida's Jerry Ringi 
beat Joe Gicobbe before Pat 
Murphy won the 126-lb. class to 
even things. But then the home 
crowd really came to life as, 
first, Curt Sucher, then Mike 
Shivers registered pins to give 
the Knights an impre~ive 15-3 
lead and apparent control of the 
match. 
However, Williams and 
Hammons both lost 
heartbreakers to reigning state 
champs. Bob Penna, 
150-pounder, nipped Williams 
3-2, with one point added for 
riding time, and _Jeff Davis won 
the 158-lb. competition, 5-4, 
also on.riding time, and the once 
I~ Campus 
LIITER PATROL · 
The Fl'U Women's Club is 
sponsoring a litter patrol Sunday 
at 2 p.m. The patrol will pick up 
trash along FTU Boulevard and 
Dean Road. There will be a 
truck present to carry the litter. 
Everyone is invited to come ot 
and help clean up the area. 
comfortable lead became only 
15-9. 
Charlie Patton was decisioned 
4-2 by Tim Worsowitz; Gary 
Schneider of Florida pinned Ted 
Wansley and Chris Coroder beat 
FTU's Joe Yanovitch. Pete 
Berkery won the final contest, 
4-3, over the Gators' Rick Lewis 
but it only narrowed the Florida 
margin of victory. _ 
The Knights get a second 
chance at the Gators this 
Monday night in Gainesville in a 
tri-meet which also includes the 
University of Georgia. Following 
that--the climax of the season as 
far as the Fl'U gmpplers are 
concerned-the state meet at 
Broward Community College, 
February 9-10. 
Glances~ I 
ADAM AND EVE 
41 pha-Omega Players, the 
nation's most active repertory 
company, will present •'The 
Diary of Adam and Eve," 
adapted from Mark Twain's 
short story, 8 p.m. Monday in 
the Village Center Assembly 
Room. 
FWS CuRT Sucb~~ ~'rides-;, his opponent tturlng the wrestling mat.ch with Florida last Friday in the 
Village Center. Sucher went on to pin his opponent, but the Gators went on to win the match by a nanow 
21-18 niargin. (Photo by Jay Klaasen) 
DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK EAST ORLANDO 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 17-92 at LEE ROAD 
WEST ORLANDO 
FREE BUS SERVICE! 
The First Baptist Church, Goldenrod, on 15-A 
will have a bus here at the Village Center each 
Sunday morning, at 9: 15 A.M. starting Sunday, 
October 1st. to transport any students wishing 
to attend services. The bus will return by 
12:30 P.M. 
TIRE 
HEADQUARTERS 
NEW, USED & RECAPS 
ALIGNMENT & BRAKE 
SERVICE 
( 0MP m AUTOMOTIVE 
SERVICE 
• T~UCKS & CARS 
•WHEEL BAlANCE 
• TONE-UPS 
.. SHOCK SERVICE 
• ROAD SERVICE 
allllllRICD 
POOR MAN'S LIFE 
INSURANCE FROM THE 
HUTCHESONCORPORATOA 
When you're still in school or just starting a career you might not be able 
to afford life insurance .............. until now. 
Now the Hutcheson Corporation is offering the Modlife Insurance Policy. 
For the first five years you own a Modlife Policy you only pay one-third 
the normal premium. 
If you're 21 years old, for example, you can get a $10,000 whole life 
policy for about $40 a year. · 
And when you're 65 years old your Modlife Policy will have a cash value 
of $5530.00. 
Modlife is quite an offer. But then, the Hutcheson Corporation is quite 
an Insurance Agency. 
THE HUTCHESON CORPORATION, INC 
INSURANCE SPECIALIST 
833 N· HIGH1AND AYE 
OR1ANDO , FLORIDA 
896-2205 
life-llealtll-auto-llome-commercial-llonds 
• 
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SAE Surprises SSX In IM Basketball, 
3-Way Tie For First Among Frats 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon surprised 
previously unbeaten Sigma Sigma 
Chi 51-38 Wednesday afternoon 
to throw the intramural 
fraternity basketball league into a 
three-way deadlock at the top. 
SAE upped its record to 5-1 
with the big win to pull even with 
SSX and TKE. Each of the top 
three has one game remain~J)g' 
with the important tussle 
between SAE and Alpha Tau 
Omega scheduled for Tuesday. 
ATO, 3-2, can't win the title this 
year but could spoil SAE's chance 
to take it. TKE will battle 
Lambda Chi Alpha the same day 
while SSX must get by Tau 
Epsilon Phi in a itame rescheduled 
for Sunday, Feb.11, at 1 p.m. 
SAE beat SSX on the boards in 
Wednesday's battle. SSX missed 
forwards Ron Chesser and Dan 
Cieslak as SAE's Charlie Williams 
who scored 20 and Wayne 
Bennett dominated the inside 
ga . 
~ 
We 
nee a you. 
If you can spend some time, 
even a few hours, with someone 
I who needs a hand, not a handout, 
Guards Doug Akers, who 
netted 13, and Phil Merrick had 
to carry the scoring load for SSX. 
Randy Harvey also dumped in 16 
for SAE. 
TKE, nearly upset by Kappa 
Sigma last Friday, broke open a 
tight contest Monday with SAE 
'late in the second half to ·win, 
40-28. Eddie Barks again led the 
way for TKE with 14 points. 
Against KS, Larry Mccorkle sank 
a pair of free throws in the closing 
seconds as TKE escaped, 32-31. 
Hot-shooting guards Donny 
Watts and Cliff Russell were 
near-heroes for KS with 12 and 
10 markers, respectively. 
The independent game to 
watch this coming week is on 
Wednesday--Faculty-Staff vs. 
Pscyhology Department--the top 
two in the Gold League. 
Meanwhile, the Bombers and GDI 
continue to roll along as leaders 
of the Black and Red divisions, 
and the Soccer Team and Powelrs 
People, both 3-0, look to their 
deciding clash on February 12 for 
the Green League title, 
***** 
The deadline for soccer entries, 
both frat.amity and independent, 
is Monday. 
Other games rescheduled for 
Sunday, Feb. 11, besidesSSX-KS 
. are the following: ATO-TEP at 1 
p.m. and GDI-AFROTC and 
Eople-Mafia II at 2 p.m. 
***** 
I ,. A Bl . 
The battle for individual 
scoring honors for fraternity 
players is just as ~eated as the 
fight for the team title. Doug 
Akers of SSX holds a narrow edge 
with a 13 point-per-game average. 
Many independent teams still 
have played only one or two 
games, thus their leaders are not 
included this week. 
· Fraternity Scoring Leaders 
G Pts Ppg. 
Akers,SSX 6 78 13.0 
R. Johnston, ATO 5 64 12.8 
Barks, TKE 6 76 12.7 
L. Johnston, ATO 5 62 12.4 
Hudick, LXA 6 63 10.5 
Harvey, SAE 6 63 10.5 
Willi~ms, SAE 6 60 10.0 
Watts, KS 6 57 9.5 
Howard, LXA 6 54 9.0 
Aisendorf, TEP 6 54 9.0 
Chesser, SSX 5 43 8.6 
Slimnastics Set 
A women's slimnastics 
program, to be h~ld each 
Wednesday from noon to 1 p.m., 
begins this coming week in the 
dome (behind the pool). 
The program is a "trimming 
and toning, non-muscle building 
exercise course,', according to 
Mona Crissey, assistant 
intra.murals program director. 
Merrill's Men's Wear Factory Outlet 647-1108 I call your local .Volu~tary Actio~ I 
Center. Or wnte to Volu.mee~. ·t 
Washington, D.C 2001 • 
The National Center for er, I'. 807 . Fairbanks -Across from Holler Chevrolet-
Voluntary Action. I; Double Knit Trousers Designers Ties 
11 Values to $29.95, priced from $12.95 Values to $9.SO, priced from $4.98 
It's fun to be 
a volunteer. 
If you can spend some rime. 
even a few hours, wirh someone 
who needs a hand, not a handour, 
call your local Voluntary Action 
Center. Or write to "Volunteer." 
Washingron. D.C. 20013. 
The National Center for f'-4} 
Voluntary Ac(!on. V 
:>·'·' · ·,~ 
I 
ID •d••t1mn9 conrr iOulod ror lhe publ ic good 
~o=:·::.. ___________ ._ 
- MERCIER 
- FUJI 
ATALA 
Men's Dless or Sport Shirts Belts 
Values to $14.00, priced from $4.98 Values to $8.50, priced $3.98 • $4.98 
CORN•R 1·4 A RT.48 
•••CJ • 3 SANFORD, PLORIDA SF&·-
OPEN 7 -DAYS A WEEK 
50 HORSES 
·FOR HIRE BY THE HOUR 
Rates: $3.00 per hour 
INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE 
OPERATOR: BILL WATERS PHONE: 322.-3478 
- LIBERIA 
- FALCON 
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THE NEWEST intramural sport for women is speedball, a 
combination of basketball. football and soccer. Tyes sorority defeat.ad 
TE_P Little Sisters 10.0 in the first ~e. (Photo by Ike Spinos). 
FTU Saga 
(Continued from Page 9) 
John Smith, who led the 
second half surge for the 
Knights, slumped on a bench to 
rip off the tape on his ankles and 
remarked how great it was to 
play before some appreciative 
fans, no matter how rowdy they 
were . 
And the FTU coach? Well, 
Torchy Clark said to reporters 
after the game, with his tongue 
in cheek, "fd say it was a team 
victory. We showed a lot of 
poise .. _,, Blah, blah, etc. Not 
the most original statement but 
winning isn't a new sensation 
with Coach Clark or the Knights. 
Pete Haas still beamed an 
ear-to-ear grin. Even though he 
played a fine game (15 points 
and several key rebounds), he 
was even more proud of the fact 
that he had not fouled out and 
had no technical fouls. For the 
FIT gymnasium has become a 
nemesis for FTU players and 
coaches. A few .years ago, 
referees assessed· six technical 
fouls and 45 personal fouls on 
the Knights and kicked both 
FTU _soaches out of the gym. 
Campus 
"" Glances 
MUSIC CONTEST WON 
Jerry Benton, a sophomore 
majoring in music, was named 
winner in the Florida Federation 
Music Club auditions held at 
Jacksonville University January 
6. 
As winner of tpe piano 
division, Benton will . represent 
Florida at the district auditions 
to be held February 1 7 in 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Winners of the district 
auditions will compete for 
various prizes and scholarships in 
national auditions to be he]d in 
spring. 
MRA OPENINGS 
There are two openings for 
representatives in the Men's 
Residence Association. 
Interested persons may contact 
Bob Van Etten, C dorm, ext. 
4504. 
FuTUure Ads put you 
OUT FRONT! 
Just a hop, skip and 
jump from FTU! .:. 
Phone 365-3272 Member FDIC Oviedo, Fla. 
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- -~ . · We Have .the 1 · i Largest Student Quarters Available Now! I 
~ No Waiting! ~ 
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§ . 3 272 § 1 §j . PHONE (305) 2 7 - 0 fS 
~ . 8J1-l222 ~· . . 
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- -= -
- . . = 
= -~ 1 & ·2 BEDROOM COMPLETELY · ~ 
- -
,- = = 
- -~ FURNISHED APARTMENT.S ~ 
- -
- -
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- -
- § *** ************************** *********** 5 . 
. ~ *SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA) . ~ 
§ *SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN ~. 
- - -~·,.TRASH REMOVAL~ SEWER & WATER INCLUDED ~ 
....... \ . . -§ • ·.N·O LEASES (30.DAY NOTICE TO VACATE .REQUIRED) . 5 
- ' -§ ~ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE lst 5 
~ ~COl·N LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE' ON PREMISES ~ ~ J\bENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING ~ 
~ .. -
- . = 
=I•' -~ . THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO · · ~ 
= . . ' . = 
. ~ -CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER . ~ · = - . . = 
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r ~ BUILDINGS IN THE AREA ~ 
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-= 
- - · .~ FOR RENTALS TALK TO . ~ 
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- -
- -~ W. M. LYNCH MANAGER · ~ 
- . -
- . -~ MA·IN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA § 
.- . -
--- . . ' -~...;;.___--_.,:~-----~----__ ;__~--~....
